Hello Comets! Here are some links to a list of chairs and other commercial or contract grade ergonomic furniture we typically specify for our faculty and staff across campus. There are several others, but these are the most common.

For an ergonomic assessment, contact Safety@utdallas.edu

Most Common Ergonomic Seating
- Haworth Fern
- Steelcase Leap
- Herman Miller Aeron
- Humanscale Freedom
- Knoll Generation
- Herman Miller Cosm
- Haworth Zody
- Allsteel Acuity

Other Seating Options
- Herman Miller Mirra 2
- Herman Miller Embody
- Steelcase Gesture
- Body Built
- Neutral Posture (Big & Tall)
- Via Seating
- Nightingale Chairs

To schedule a demo, or if you have questions on furniture specs, contact Carmen.Wright@UTDallas.edu, NCIDQ, RID, AUID, Project Manager, LEED Green Associate, Facilities Management

Monitor Arms & Keyboard Trays
- Workrite
- Humanscale
- ESI
- Ergo Tech
- Arc Monitor Arm

Height-Adjustable Desks
- Workrite
- SitOnIt
- AMQ

Sit-Stand Solutions
- Workrite Solace
- Humanscale QuickStand
- Ergo Tech Freedom Stand
- Ergotron